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Last Man Standing is the live, fast-paced and interactive game show 
that combines classic quiz shows with nostalgic party games and 
gives them a vibrant, 21st century twist. 

It's a quiz like no other.   

It'll test your nerves, your skill 
AND your knowledge. 

With plenty of audience  
interaction throughout, Last Man  
Standing is a rollercoaster ride  
of a quiz.   
 
Think of it as a Generation Game,  
QI and Total Wipeout mashup  
and you'll have some idea what  
it's all about! 

Last Man Standing regularly  
plays at venues such as 
Concrete and House of Wolf  
in London.   

They have also taken their quiz  
on the road and performed at  
many UK festivals including 
Isle of Wight, Jubilee Festival,  
Festibelly and Bestival. 
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How it works 
 
As players rock up they're each given a green 
"True" and red "False" card that they'll be  
waving in the air during the quiz.   
 
In each of the themed rounds our  
glamorous and sassy comperes will  
read out a series of quirky and  
unbelievable statements on a  
variety of topics.   

The audience has to decide whether  
a statement is true or false by waving their 
true or false cards in the air. 
 
To help the audience decide, we give them a key fact about the topic 
which may, or may not, change their mind.  Even if players have no 
clue what the answer is, everyone has a 50 / 50 chance of getting it 
right and progressing through the game. 
 
Players with the right answer stay standing and go through to the 
next stage.  

Team Tactics 

When in teams, players can  
hedge their bets. If they don't  
know an answer, they can get  
some of their team to vote with  
their "True" cards and the rest to  
vote with their "False" cards. This 
guarantees some of their team is  
through to the next stage. 
 
When we have a handful of players left standing, they're brought up 
onto stage to take part in a special Stage Challenge to find the winner 
of that round.   
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The Stage Challenges 

Each of the stage challenges, such as Play Your Stars Right, are 
games that give a nod towards the gameshows of yesteryear. 

Other stage challenges 
include Last Man Limbo, 
Chubby Bunnies and Come 
Fly With Me. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Half Time Fun 
 
During the break we'll set everyone  
a challenge (building a tower out  
of marshmallows and spaghetti,  
balloon modelling, etc) to see  
which team can impress us the  
most.   

The best team wins a great prize. 
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The Final Showdown 

At the end of the night the winners from each round are entered into 
the Final Showdown to see who will be crowned Last Man Standing! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Everyone's a winner 
 
While the aim of Last Man Standing is to find the best player of the 
night, in true game show tradition, nobody goes home empty 
handed!  Everyone gets a small prize throughout the game. 
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TESTIMONIALS 

"The LMS gameshow was an absolute highlight from this year’s 
Massive in China tent – it’s a wild mix of revelry that had the 
audience and myself in hysterics throughout.  
 
An absolute pleasure to work with." – Festibelly 

 

Get in touch 

For private bookings we can tailor your event with these bespoke 
options: 

• Choose the games you'd like from our many themes and 
genres. 

• Design your very own games 

• Choose from one of our three fantastic comparés/comics 

• We can also provide you with a photographer to capture the 
night's activity. 

• DJ's before and after the game 

• Sound, Lighting and DJ equipment supplied 

• Theme the venue 

 

To book Last  Man Standing for your party please contact:  

jerome@musicalbingo.com 

 


